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SCENE SETTING

ERRP Interventions & SONA 2021 Priorities

The South African ERRP (2020)– Key Interventions

“We

are determined not merely to return our economy to where it was before the coronavirus, but to forge a
new economy in a new global reality.” President Cyril Ramaphosa

Achieve sufficient,
secure and reliable
energy supply within 2
years

Create and support over
800 000 work
opportunities in the
immediate term to respond
to job losses

Unlock more that R1
trillion in infrastructure
investments over the
next 4 Years.

Reduce Data costs for
every South African and
expand broadband access
to low-income households

Reverse the decline of
the local manufacturing
sector & promote reindustrialization
through deeper levels
of localization and
exports

Resuscitate vulnerable
sectors such as tourism,
which have been hard hit
by the pandemic

State of the Nation Address 2021:
Four Key priorities
•

First, we must defeat the
coronavirus pandemic.

•

Second, we must accelerate
our economic recovery.

•

Third, we must implement
economic reforms to create
sustainable jobs and drive
inclusive growth.

•

Finally, we must fight
corruption and strengthen the
State
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ECONOMIC INDICATORS
Gross Fixed Capital Formation
Gross Fixed Capital Formation Spatial Trends

Source: ISA Economics Unit

GFCF as % of GDP and Private sector Contribution

INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT AND MANAGEMENT
Problem statement and current economic reality
Public Sector
Capital Spending
Declining
Gross Fixed Capital Formation

Source: National Treasury
MTEF infrastructure spent by source

36%

27%

MTEF
(2015-17)

Target
NDP

18%

Source of
Infrastructure
Spending

R1, 322bn

Annual
Average
R441bn

Current
Budget

R887bn

R296bn

9%
Actual
0%

Gross fixed capital formation –
18% of GDP
NDP target is 30% of GDP by
2030

R771bn

R257bn

Historic infrastructure
spend per source
Departments

3%-6%

PPP

1%-2%

Local
Government

23%-26%

Provincial
Government

27%-31%

SOEs

38%-42%

Investment by general government
down 0,8% on average in real terms
between 2014 & 2019. SOEs down
by 4,9% on average

National Investment target of
R238bn per annum is unaffordable
to the national fiscus alone

Massive underspending in
infrastructure by all spheres of
government and SOEs

Private sector support and
participation is required to achieve
NDP target of 30% Gross Fixed
Capital Formation

High Job
Losses

14.2%

-14,2% contraction in the
construction sector (2x the next
lowest- manufacturing sector

High
High job losses in construction
sector

WHO IS INFRASTRUCTURE SOUTH AFRICA?

SOUTH AFRICA’S INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT PLAN
The flywheel for South Africa’s economic recovery and reconstruction plan
Eight Technical
Working Groups

1. INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT PROGRAMME
Economic and social infrastructure
Building new and upgrading existing infrastructure
Repurposing redundant infrastructure
Expediting maintenance of neglected infrastructure

3. CREDIBLE INFRASTRUCTURE PIPELINE
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Infrastructure projects of economic importance
and social significance
Strategic Integrated Projects
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SIDS Methodology,
modelled on 5 Case
Model
Policy Departments,
MDBs, DFIs, private
sector secondees
3 funding pathways:
- Blended finance
- Fiscus
- Commercial

1
2. FAST TRACK INFRASTRUCTURE IMPLEMENTATION
Focus on legal, technical and financial mechanisms;
intergovernmental cooperation and enforcement and ease of
doing business in the built environment space

3
3. PUBLIC SECTOR INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING
Infrastructure Fund
New and innovative financing instruments
Project preparation and packaging

FOCUS ON HIGH
VALUE
INFRASTRUCTURE
INVESTMENT
PROGRAMMES

SOUTH AFRICA’s VESTED INTEREST IN GREEN H2

Drivers of the interest in green H2
Main Drivers

▪ UNFCCC Paris agreement commitments
▪ Change required in how we source and utilize energy
▪ Golden age of renewables (especially wind and solar) with
prices decreasing and utilization increasing
Problem Statement: How do you effectively store and transport clean energy
Chemical storage : H2
• Extremely energy dense per unit of weight
• But is very light and requires more space for storage
• Can decarbonize a range of hard-to-abate sectors
• Through direct combustion; or
• Through fuel cells

▪ BUT H2 is currently more expensive than fossil fuels and H2 made
from coal (brown H2) and gas (grey H2) is cheaper than that made from
electrolysis of water using renewable energy sources and has zero
carbon emissions (green H2)

▪ What is required for the long-term success of green H2?
▪ Wide spread adoption increasing economies of scale and reducing pricing
▪ R&D increasing the performance and price of electrolysis
▪ Continued decrease in cost of renewable energy
▪ The mechanisms to facilitate this change include government incentives and
market reflective carbon prices
Source: IEA, 2021
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South Africa’s strategic advantages in producing green H2
H2 costs from hybrid solar PV and onshore wind systems in the
long term

Sa’s Strategic advantage to produce
Green H2
• Superior renewable energy
endowment for both onshore wind
and solar
• Largest concentration of Platinum
Group Metals
• Deep expertise with Fischer-Tropsch
Process used to produce power fuels

Source: IEA, 2019

OPPORTUNITIES FROM GLOBAL TRANSITION TO NET ZERO
Effect of international net zero commitments
Analysis of carbon pledges

EXPORT POTENTIAL

DOMESTIC POTENTIAL

Japan

Broad range of support for new decarbonization
agenda/ new aggressive targets

Plans to import H2 in bulk, beginning at 300,000
tonnes per year in 2030 at a target price of
$3/Kg, rising to between 5 and 10 million tonnes
per year in 2050 at a target price of $2/Kg
EU
Plan to reach 40GW of installed electrolyser
capacity by 2030 and a further 40GW “in Eurpoes
neighbourhood” with export to the EU (CSIR,
2021)
Global
Green H2 demand could reach 530 million tons
by 2050, displacing roughly 10.4 billion barrels of
oil equivalent (around 37% of pre-pandemic
global oil production. The green H2 export
market could be worth USD 300 billion per
annum by 2050 (PWC, 2020)

Ongoing coal use under challenge but no overnight
industrial closures
Carbon considerations prominent in business
decisions and financing trade-off
Broad internation uptake of renewables, clean
technology and H2
Development support funding widely available for
African energy transition initiatives including H2
export projects
No direct SA subsidies for H2 but cross-subsidies,
green quotas & along with regulatory support

Source: CSIR, 2021; IEA, 2021; IHS Markit, 2021, PWC, 2020

Analysis of net zero pledges and share of global CO2
emissions covered

SA PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OPPORTUNITY

SA PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OPPORTUNITY
Analysis of SA GHG emissions and potential H2 production centres

SA PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OPPORTUNITY
Three commercialisation lanes

INDUSTRY

MINING AND TRANSPORT

EXPORT

Conversion of existing industries and
grids to use Green H2 as a power
source , particularly in sectors that will
face drop-off in export demand if they
don’t go green by 2030.

Contributing platinum group
metals and/or actively producing
hydrogen fuel cells and associated
technologies, linked with
conversion of heavy vehicle fleets
including buses and potentially
minibus taxis .

Producing mass scale Green H2 for
export, with flow-over into domestic
consumption .

The development of the hydrogen economy also provides South Africa with a new sustainable technological capability that it can leverage in the global marketplace. With Japan, South
Korea and the European Union (EU) indicating significant demand for hydrogen in the near future, other countries and regions are beginning to follow.

Source:: TIPS, 2020

EXPORT POTENTIAL AND TARGET MARKETS

EXPORT POTENTIAL AND TARGET MARKETS
Green H2’s Potential Projects

•

•
•
•
•
•

The Boegoebaai Port and Rail project is a Strategic Integrated Project
(SIP) gazette in terms of the Infrastructure Development Act
It has a capital value of approximately R13 billion and is underpinned
by the export of mining commodities
A feasibility study has been conducted but the overall business case
needs strengthening through further project preparation
The green H2 enhancement to the project would entail an adjacent
green H2 and green ammonia production site situated in an extension
of the Namakwa SEZ Source: Mahlako, 2021
60,000 hectares of well irradiated land adjacent to the site would
support a 30 GW solar and wind farm ( 6 times SA’s current installed
renewable energy capacity) and support 5 GWs of electroyzers
Financing for the project would be sourced from the private sector
and be off0take driven. H2SA has expressed interest in funding the
additional project prep required

Source: CSIR, 2021; IEA, 2021; IHS Markit, 2021, PWC, 2020

•
•
•
•
•
•

The project developers are Mahlako A Phahla Investments, a 100% black women
owned enterprise and Central Energy Corporation
The first phase of the Project, which will be located 10km outside Prieska in the
Northern Cape, South Africa, will result in the production of 70 000 tons/annum of
green ammonia with a green hydrogen content of approximately 12 350 tons
The Project will inject R6.3 billion in capital investments in the first phase, with an
additional R48 billion in investments during the expansion phase
Pre-feasibility for the first phase of the project has been completed and the project
is now seeking feasibility funding
Construction of Phase 1 is scheduled to commence in 2022 and be in operation in
2025
The project has been submitted to ISA’s technical working groups for assessment
and possible gazetting

Source: Mahlako, 2021

GREEN H2 ENABLERS

Country Investment Strategy

CONFIDENTIAL

Vision, Mission, Goals & Objectives
CIS aims to position South Africa as a key African investment destination of choice, by leveraging quality
FDI & DDI to achieve South Africa’s National Development Plan economic transformation goals of driving
economic growth, increasing employment, reducing inequality and decreasing poverty; anchored by
quality institutions and robust economic networks.

Goals & Objectives
i)

Catalysing a new investment model to address under-investment

ii)

Attracting quality greenfield investments

iii)

Identifying high-impact & high-growth industries to accelerate contributions to GDP

iv)

Supporting existing industries & developing new industries with clearly articulated forward-looking goals

v)

Consolidating & strengthening existing capacity in identified priority sectors through enhancing policy certainty

vi)

Targeting areas of intervention, accompanied by the mobilisation of resources & co-ordination & alignment of
institutions

Underpinned by & aligned to National Development Plan (NDP), Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan (ERRP), Re-Imagined Industrial Strategy (RIS), Infrastructure
Development Act, Medium Term Strategic Framework 2019-2024 & forthcoming National Infrastructure Plan (NIP) 2045
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CONFIDENTIAL

Investment Promotion & Facilitation
Strategic Investment Opportunities – ‘big frontiers’

5 Strategic investment attraction initiatives elevated as country strategic projects to drive levels of FDI to match the ambitions of the
NDP 2030. To be Implemented under 4 Categories of State Action to Promote, Facilitate and Enable Investment
Big Frontier 1

Big Frontier 2

Green Hydrogen –
South Africa at the
global forefront of
Green Energy

Next Generation Digital
Industries &
Infrastructure

Big Frontier 3

Big Frontier 4

Big Frontier 5

SEZs anchoring advanced
manufacturing& logistics
networks targeting export

Industrial Cannabis and
other advanced agroprocessing

Hyperscaling ESG/impact
investing linked to social and
green economy objectives

Matrixing process identified initiatives under each state action areas committed to or contemplated by the following:
•

The Economic Reconstruction & Recovery Plan published October 2020

•

Sector Masterplans (DTIC-led)

•

National Planning Commission input/discussion papers

•

NEDLAC inputs to date including the Business for South Africa (B4SA) economic recovery plan and inputs from organised labour and
civil society

•

Inputs made through the three SA Investment Conferences held to date

•

Forthcoming NIP2045

It is important to highlight that the morphing of the Big Frontiers into strategic investment programmes must carefully consider the
country’s spatial transformation agenda, as articulated in the National Spatial Development Framework

GREEN H2 ENABLERS
Investment facilitation and mobilisation
Convene



Approve national Hydrogen Strategy and H2 Investor Roadmap, working with SAREM, HySa
and other relevant umbrella bodies

Co-invest




Convene regular roundtables with H2 sector investors, including the PGM mining sector
Deploy Green H2 and Green Ammonia export production as part of relevant Special
Economic Zones, starting with Namaqua District (Northern Cape), including dedicated export
facilities at the planned Port of Boegoebaai.



Deploy SEZ and other industrial incentives to establish Tier-1 producers of renewable energy
and electrolyser technology in advanced manufacturing hubs.
Integrate dedicated Green H2 and Green Ammonia storage into existing port operations
starting with Saldanha and Ngqhurha

Catalyse

Enable




Expand and/or establish dedicated Green H2 and Green Ammonia overland transport
capacity including specialist rolling stock and pipeline infrastructure where necessary



Allow unlimited own generation using renewable energy at H2 Production sites for export
and explore the possibility of an an agreed portion of profit-share be ceded to an
independently managed Just Transition Fund.



Fast-track mining exploration linked to PGM and other fuel cell enabling minerals

INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING
Infrastructure Fund Projects in Pipeline – 1st Quarter
Projects

Total Project Estimated
Investment Value
(billion)

SHIP (Student Housing Infrastructure Programme) National

R 6.7

National Water Programme

R 1.9

Phase 2A of the Mokolo Crocodile River (West)
Augmentation Project: Limpopo

R 12.0

One Stop Border Posts (Six Inland Border Posts)

R 6.6

SA Connect (Phase 2)

R 53.0

uMkhomazi Water Project Phase 1: Kwa-Zulu Natal

R 23.0

Berg River Voëlvlei Augmentation Scheme: Western Cape

R 1.0
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ISA CONTACT DETAILS

Mr. Masopha Moshoeshoe
Lead: Green Economy
Email: masopha@presidency.gov.za
Ms. Nombulelo Nyathela
Lead: External Relations
Email: Nombulelo@presidency.gov.za
Mobile: 060 503 4933
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THE END

REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

